EXAMPLE STANDARD HISTORY NOTES FOR
CALIFORNIA CODE OF REGULATIONS

Standard Instructions:

Replace [fdate] with M-D-YY filed with the Secretary of state.

Replace [odate] with M-D-YY filing becomes operative.

Replace [120date] with M-D-YY a certificate of compliance must be transmitted to OAL.

Replace [edate] with M-D-YY emergency that is the subject of the certificate of compliance was filed with the Secretary of State.

Replace [tdate] with M-D-YY certificate of compliance transmitted to OAL.

Replace [FPPCdate] with M-D-YY conflict of interest code approved by the FPPC.

For references to Government Code section 11343.4(b)(__) fill in appropriate subdivision as identified by OAL.

MASTER HISTORY NOTES

A. Amendment of section.

Amendment of section filed [fdate]; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK).

AE. Amendment of section as emergency.

1 Standard history notes are subject to change. The history notes included in this document are intended as an example of the types of standard history notes used by the Office of Administrative Law and publisher.
Amendment of section filed [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [120date] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

AEP. Amendment of section as an emergency print only

Amendment of section [x] filed [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). This regulatory action is deemed an emergency exempt from OAL review and was filed directly with the Secretary of State pursuant to [statute]. These amendments shall remain in effect until revised or repealed by [agency name] pursuant to [statute].

AF. Amendment of section with early effective date.

Amendment of section filed [fdate]; operative [odate] pursuant to Government Code section 11343.4(b)(__) (Register YY, No. WK).

AQ. Amendment of section refiled as emergency.

Amendment of section refiled [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [120date] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

B. Amendment of subsection.

Amendment of subsection (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK).

BE. Amendment of subsection as emergency.

Amendment of subsection (letter) filed [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [120date] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.
BF. Amendment of subsection with early effective date.

Amendment of subsection (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate] pursuant to Government Code section 11343.4(b)(__) (Register YY, No. WK).

BQ. Amendment of subsection refiled as emergency.

Amendment of subsection (letter) refiled [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [120date] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

C. Amendment of subsections.

Amendment of subsections (letter) and (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK).

CE. Amendment of subsections as emergency.

Amendment of subsections (letter) and (letter) filed [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [120date] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

CF. Amendment of subsections with early effective date.

Amendment of subsections (letter) and (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate] pursuant to Government Code section 11343.4(b)(__) (Register YY, No. WK).

CQ. Amendment of subsections refiled as emergency.

Amendment of subsections (letter) and (letter) refiled [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [120date] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

CR. Amendment of subsections and subsection renumbering.
Amendment of subsections (letter) and (letter) and subsection renumbering filed [fdate]; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK).

D. Repeal of subsection.

Repealer of subsection (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK).

DE. Repeal of subsection as emergency.

Repealer of subsection (letter) filed [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [odate] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

DF. Repeal of subsection with early effective date.

Repealer of subsection (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate] pursuant to Government Code section 11343.4(b)(__) (Register YY, No. WK).

DN. Repeal and readopt - subsection.

Repealer and new subsection (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK).

DQ. Repeal of subsection refiled as emergency.

Repealer of subsection (letter) refiled [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [odate] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

DR. Repeal of subsection and renumbering.

Repealer of subsection (letter) and subsection renumbering filed [fdate]; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK).
DRE.  Repeal of subsection and renumbering as emergency.

Repealer of subsection (letter) and subsection renumbering filed [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [120date] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

DRF.  Repeal of subsection and renumbering with early effective date.

Repealer of subsection (letter) and subsection renumbering filed [fdate]; operative [odate] pursuant to Government Code section 11343.4 (b)(__) (Register YY, No. WK).

DRQ.  Repeal of subsection and renumbering refiled as emergency.

Repealer of subsection (letter) and subsection renumbering refiled [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [120date] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

G.  Expired by its own terms.

Expired by its own terms on M-D-YY (Register YY, No. WK).

H.  PUC filing.

Amendment of section filed [fdate]; operative [odate] by Resolution A-NN, Government Code section 11351 (Register YY, No. WK).

JA.  Conflict of Interest Code - amendment of section/Appendix.

Amendment of section [Appendix] filed [fdate]; operative [odate]. Approved by Fair Political Practices Commission [FPPCdate] (Register YY, No. WK).
JB. Conflict of Interest Code - amendment of subsection.

   Amendment of subsection (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate]. Approved by Fair Political Practices Commission [FPPCdate] (Register YY, No. WK).

JC. Conflict of Interest Code - amendment of subsections.

   Amendment of subsections (letter) and (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate]. Approved by Fair Political Practices Commission [FPPCdate] (Register YY, No. WK).

JD. Conflict of Interest Code - repeal of subsection.

   Repealer of subsection (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate]. Approved by Fair Political Practices Commission [FPPCdate] (Register YY, No. WK).

JM. Conflict of Interest Code - new subsections.

   New subsections (letter) and (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate]. Approved by Fair Political Practices Commission [FPPCdate] (Register YY, No. WK).

JN. Conflict of Interest Code - new subsection.

   New subsection (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate]. Approved by Fair Political Practices Commission [FPPCdate] (Register YY, No. WK).

JS. Conflict of Interest Code - new section/Appendix.

   New section filed [fdate]; operative [odate]. Approved by Fair Political Practices Commission [FPPCdate] (Register YY, No. WK).

JX. Conflict of Interest Code - repeal of section/Appendix.

JZ. Conflict of Interest Code - repeal of subsections.

Repealer of subsections (letter) and (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate]. Approved by Fair Political Practices Commission [FPPCdate] (Register YY, No. WK).

K. Disapproved Certificate of Compliance with order of repeal.

Certificate of Compliance as to [edate] order transmitted to OAL [tdate]; disapproved by OAL and order of repeal as to [edate] order filed on [fdate] (Register YY, No. WK).

LA. Repeal following expiration of emergency amendment.

Reinstatement of section as it existed prior to emergency amendment filed [fdate] by operation of Government Code section 11346.1(f) (Register YY, No. WK).

LC. Repeal following expiration of emergency amendment.

Reinstatement of subsections (letter) and (letter) as they existed prior to emergency amendment filed [fdate] by operation of Government Code section 11346.1(f) (Register YY, No. WK).

LS. Repeal following expiration of emergency adoption.

Repealed by operation of Government Code section 11346.1(g) (Register YY, No. WK).

LX. Repeal following expiration of emergency repeal.

Reinstatement of section as it existed prior to emergency repeal filed [fdate] by operation of Government Code section 11346.1 (f) (Register YY, No. WK).

M. Adoption of new subsections.
New subsections (letter) and (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK).

ME. Adoption of new subsections as emergency.

New subsections (letter) and (letter) filed [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [120date] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

MEP. Adoption of section as an emergency print only.

Adoption of section [x] filed [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). This regulatory action is deemed an emergency exempt from OAL review and was filed directly with the Secretary of State pursuant to [statute]. This adoption shall remain in effect until revised or repealed by [agency name] pursuant to [statute].

MF. Adoption of new subsections as emergency.

New subsections (letter) and (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate] pursuant to Government Code section 11346.1(d) (Register YY, No. WK).

MQ. Adoption of new subsections refiled as emergency.

New subsections (letter) and (letter) refiled [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [120date] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

MR. Adoption of new subsections and renumbering.

New subsections (letter) and subsection renumbering filed [fdate]; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK).

MRE. Adoption of new subsections and renumbering as emergency.
New subsections (letter) and (letter) and subsection renumbering filed [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [120date] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

MRF. Adoption of new subsections and renumbering with early effective date.

New subsections (letter) and (letter) and subsection renumbering filed [fdate]; operative [odate] pursuant to Government Code section 11343.4(b)(__) (Register YY, No. WK).

MRQ. Adoption of new subsections and renumbering refiled as emergency.

New subsections (letter) and (letter) and subsection renumbering refiled [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [120date] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

N. Adoption of new subsection.

New subsection (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK).

NE. Adoption of new subsection as emergency.

New subsection (letter) filed [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [120date] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

NF. Adoption of new subsection with early effective date.

New subsection (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate] pursuant to Government Code section 11343.4(b)(__) (Register YY, No. WK).
NQ. Adoption of new subsection refiled as emergency.

New subsection (letter) refiled [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [120date] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

NR. Adoption of new subsection and renumbering.

New subsection (letter) and subsection renumbering filed [fdate]; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK).

NRE. Adoption of new subsection and renumbering as emergency.

New subsection (letter) and subsection renumbering filed [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [120date] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

NRF. Adoption of new subsection and renumbering with early effective date.

New subsection (letter) and subsection renumbering filed [fdate]; operative [odate] pursuant to Government Code section 11343.4(b)(__) (Register YY, No. WK).

NRQ. Adoption of new subsection and renumbering refiled as emergency.

New subsection (letter) and subsection renumbering refiled [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [120date] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

OA. Change without regulatory effect - amendment of section.

Change without regulatory effect amending section filed [fdate] pursuant to section 100, title 1, California Code of Regulations (Register YY, No. WK).
OB. Change without regulatory effect - amendment of subsection.

Change without regulatory effect amending subsection (letter) filed [fdate] pursuant to section 100, title 1, California Code of Regulations (Register YY, No. WK).

OC. Change without regulatory effect - amendment of subsections.

Change without regulatory effect amending subsections (letter) and (letter) filed [fdate] pursuant to section 100, title 1, California Code of Regulations (Register YY, No. WK).

OD. Change without regulatory effect - repeal of subsection.

Change without regulatory effect repealing subsection (letter) filed [fdate] pursuant to section 100, title 1, California Code of Regulations (Register YY, No. WK).

OM. Change without regulatory effect - new subsections.

Change without regulatory effect adding new subsections (letter) and (letter) filed [fdate] pursuant to section 100, title 1, California Code of Regulations (Register YY, No. WK).

ON. Change without regulatory effect - new subsection.

Change without regulatory effect adding new subsection (letter) filed [fdate] pursuant to section 100, title 1, California Code of Regulations (Register YY, No. WK).

OS. Change without regulatory effect - new section.

Change without regulatory effect adding new section filed [fdate] pursuant to section 100, title 1, California Code of Regulations (Register YY, No. WK).

OX. Change without regulatory effect - repeal of section.

Change without regulatory effect repealing section filed [fdate] pursuant to section 100, title 1, California Code of Regulations (Register YY, No. WK).
OZ.  Change without regulatory effect - repeal of subsections.

Change without regulatory effect repealing subsections (letter) and (letter) filed [fdate] pursuant to section 100, title 1, California Code of Regulations (Register YY, No. WK).

PA.  Print only - amendment of section.

Amendment of section filed [fdate]; operative [odate]. Submitted to OAL for printing only pursuant to [authorizing statute section] (Register YY, No. WK).

PB.  Print only - amendment of subsection.

Amendment of subsection (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate]. Submitted to OAL for printing only pursuant to [authorizing statute section] (Register YY, No. WK).

PC.  Print only - amendment of subsections.

Amendment of subsections (letter) and (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate]. Submitted to OAL for printing only pursuant to [authorizing statute section] (Register YY, No. WK).

PD.  Print only - repeal of subsection.

Repealer of subsection (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate]. Submitted to OAL for printing only pursuant to [authorizing statute section] (Register YY, No. WK).

PM.  Print only - new subsections.

New subsections (letter) and (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate]. Submitted to OAL for printing only pursuant to [authorizing statute section] (Register YY, No. WK).

PN.  Print only - new subsection.

New subsection (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate]. Submitted to OAL for printing only pursuant to [authorizing statute section] (Register YY, No. WK).
PS. Print only - new section.

New section filed [fdate]; operative [odate]. Submitted to OAL for printing only pursuant to [authorizing statute section] (Register YY, No. WK).

PX. Print only - repeal of section.

Repealer of section filed [fdate]; operative [odate]. Submitted to OAL for printing only pursuant to [authorizing statute section] (Register YY, No. WK).

PZ. Print only - repeal of subsections.

Repealer of subsections (letter) and (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate]. Submitted to OAL for printing only pursuant to [authorizing statute section] (Register YY, No. WK).

S. Adoption of new section.

New section filed [fdate]; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK).

SE. Adoption of new section as emergency.

New section filed [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [120date] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

SF. Adoption of new section with early effective date.

New section filed [fdate]; operative [odate] pursuant to Government Code section 11343.4(b)(__) (Register YY, No. WK).

SQ. Adoption of new section refiled as emergency.

New section refiled [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [120date] or emergency language will
be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

UA. Print only where agency files with SoS first - amendment of section.

Amendment of section filed [fdate] with Secretary of State by [Agency name]; operative [odate]. Submitted to OAL for printing only pursuant to [authorizing statute section] (Register YY, No. WK).

UB. Print only where agency files with SoS first - amendment of subsection.

Amendment of subsection (letter) filed [fdate] with Secretary of State by [Agency name]; operative [odate]. Submitted to OAL for printing only pursuant to [authorizing statute section] (Register YY, No. WK).

UC. Print only where agency files with SoS first - amendment of subsections.

Amendment of subsections (letter) and (letter) filed [fdate] with Secretary of State by [Agency name]; operative [odate]. Submitted to OAL for printing only pursuant to [authorizing statute section] (Register YY, No. WK).

UD. Print only where agency files with SoS first - repeal of subsection.

Repealer of subsection (letter) filed [fdate] with Secretary of State by [Agency name]; operative [odate]. Submitted to OAL for printing only pursuant to [authorizing statute section] (Register YY, No. WK).

UM. Print only where agency files with SoS first - new subsections.

New subsections (letter) and (letter) filed [fdate] with Secretary of State by [Agency name]; operative [odate]. Submitted to OAL for printing only pursuant to [authorizing statute section] (Register YY, No. WK).

UN. Print only where agency files with SoS first - new subsection.

New subsection (letter) filed [fdate] with Secretary of State by [Agency name]; operative
US. Print only where agency files with SoS first - new section.

New section filed [fdate] with Secretary of State by [Agency name]; operative [odate]. Submitted to OAL for printing only pursuant to [authorizing statute section] (Register YY, No. WK).

UX. Print only where agency files with SoS first - repeal of section.

Repealer of section filed [fdate] with Secretary of State by [Agency name]; operative [odate]. Submitted to OAL for printing only pursuant to [authorizing statute section] (Register YY, No. WK).

UZ. Print only where agency files with SoS first - repeal of subsections.

Repealer of subsections (letter) and (letter) filed [fdate] with Secretary of State by [Agency name]; operative [odate]. Submitted to OAL for printing only pursuant to [authorizing statute section] (Register YY, No. WK).

V. Renumbering - Old and new sections each get a history note.

Renumbering [and amendment] of former section NUMBER 1 to section NUMBER 2 filed [fdate]; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK).

OR

Renumbering [and amendment] of former section NUMBER 1 to section NUMBER 2 and renumbering [and amendment] of former section NUMBER 3 to section NUMBER 1 filed [fdate]; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK).

W. Editorial correction of printing error.

Editorial correction of printing error in [specify].
X. Repeal of section.

Repealer of section filed [fdate]; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK).

XE. Repeal of section as emergency.

Repealer of section filed [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [12Odate] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

XF. Repeal of section with early effective date.

Repealer of section filed [fdate]; operative [odate] pursuant to Government Code section 11343.4(b)(__) (Register YY, No. WK).

XQ. Repeal of section refiled as emergency.

Repealer of section refiled [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [12Odate] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

XS. Repeal and readopt - section.

Repealer and new section filed [fdate]; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK).

XT. Removal of a section from Title 26.

Removal from Title 26 filed [fdate], pursuant to Cal. Code Regs., tit. 1, section 100. See Title [counterpart title number], section [ ].
Removal of Sections XXXX-XXXX from Title 26 filed \[fdate\], pursuant to Cal. Code Regs., tit. 1, section 100. For current version or prior history, see corresponding section(s) in Title \[counterpart title number\]. (Register YY, No. WK).

Y. Certificate of Compliance.

Certificate of Compliance as to \[edate\] order transmitted to OAL \[tdate\] and filed \[fdate\] (Register YY, No. WK).

YA. Certificate of Compliance with amendment of section; request amendment effective on filing.

Certificate of Compliance as to \[date\] order including amendment of section transmitted to OAL \[date\] and filed \[date\]; amendment operative \[date\] pursuant to Government Code section 11343.4(b)(3) (Register YY, No. WK).

YB. Certificate of Compliance with amendment of subdivision; request amendment effective on filing.

Certificate of Compliance as to \[date\] order including amendment of subdivision (letter) transmitted to OAL \[date\] and filed \[date\]; amendment operative \[date\] pursuant to Government Code section 11343.4(b)(3) (Register YY, No. WK).

YC. Certificate of Compliance with amendment of subdivisions; request amendments effective on filing.

Certificate of Compliance as to \[date\] order including amendment of subdivisions (letter) and (letter) transmitted to OAL \[date\] and filed \[date\]; amendments operative \[date\] pursuant to Government Code section 11343.4(b)(3) (Register YY, No. WK).

If an agency makes an amendment to emergency text, but does not request the amendment to go into effect on filing, and therefore, the amendment goes into effect pursuant to the quarterly dates in GC 11343.4, the note would look like this:
YD. Certificate of Compliance with amendment of section; no request, amendment effective quarterly.

Certificate of Compliance as to [date] order including amendment of section transmitted to OAL [date] and filed [date]; amendment operative [quarterly date]. (Register YY, No. WK).

YE. Certificate of Compliance with amendment of subdivision; no request, amendment effective quarterly.

Certificate of Compliance as to [date] order including amendment of subdivision (letter) transmitted to OAL [date] and filed [date]; amendment operative [quarterly date]. (Register YY, No. WK).

YF. Certificate of Compliance with amendment of subdivisions; no request, amendments effective quarterly.

Certificate of Compliance as to [date] order including amendment of subdivisions (letter) and (letter) transmitted to OAL [date] and filed [date]; amendments operative [quarterly date]. (Register YY, No. WK).

Z. Repeal of subsections.

Repealer of subsections (letter) and (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK).

ZE. Repeal of subsections as emergency.

Repealer of subsections (letter) and (letter) filed [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [120date] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

ZF. Repeal of subsections with early effective date.
Repealer of subsections (letter) and (letter) filed [fdate]; operative [odate] pursuant to Government Code section 11343.4(b)(__) (Register YY, No. WK).

ZQ. Repeal of subsections refiled as emergency.

Repealer of subsections (letter) and (letter) refiled [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [120date] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

ZR. Repeal of subsections and renumbering.

Repealer of subsections (letter) and (letter) and subsection renumbering filed [fdate]; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK).

ZRE. Repeal of subsections and renumbering as emergency.

Repealer of subsections (letter) and (letter) and subsection renumbering filed [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [120date] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

ZRF. Repeal of subsections and renumbering with early effective date.

Repealer of subsections (letter) and (letter) and subsection renumbering filed [fdate]; operative [odate] pursuant to Government Code section 11343.4(b)(__) (Register YY, No. WK).

ZRQ. Repeal of subsections and renumbering refiled as emergency.

Repealer of subsections (letter) and (letter) and subsection renumbering refiled [fdate] as an emergency; operative [odate] (Register YY, No. WK). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL [120date] or emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.